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Abstract. This work proposes the introduction of multiple spatially
independent network interfaces in order to connect computational re-
sources to mesh-based Networks-on-Chip (NoCs). Furthermore, a flexible
system for traffic monitoring is introduced supporting runtime reconfig-
urability as well as software-based centralized data aggregation and eval-
uation. These approaches are combined to form a sophisticated frame-
work for runtime traffic management of NoC-based many-core systems
exploiting the dual-path options of the underlying network.
Simulations show that this framework is capable of significantly decel-
erating thermal wear-out, while improving performance characteristics
(e. g. packet delay) at moderate additional costs (i. e. power dissipation).
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1 Introduction

Networks-on-Chip (NoCs) emerged as the next generation of communication
infrastructures for modern many-core systems applying packet-based communi-
cation inside a networked topology of routers. The most commonly used NoC
topology is the 2-dimensional NX×NY mesh (2D-mesh) reverting to XY-routing
and wormhole-switching. This supports a regular physical layout as well as scal-
ability and provides the required degree of parallelism [1]. Typically, each com-
putational resource is served by one dedicated router. In many cases routers are
enhanced by techniques like dual-path routing (e. g. XY/YX-routing), the uti-
lization of virtual-channels (VCs) or deepening of the logical router pipeline by
additional stages [2]. This paper introduces different modifications and enhance-
ments for the introduced 2D-meshes. Contributions are as follows:

– Application of a quadrant-based mesh (QMesh) connecting each compu-
tational resource to the routers of all surrounding quadrants. Average hop
distances are reduced and the integration of dual-path routing without using
VCs is enabled. The basic structure of the 2D-mesh is maintained.
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– The QMesh is equipped with Flexible Traffic Monitoring (FTM). The obser-
vation of reconfigurable rectangular clusters is supported utilizing adaptable
algorithms and policies for monitoring and data evaluation. For each cluster
traffic recording is provided including run-time end-to-end traffic analysis.

– Combination of the dual-path capabilities of the QMesh with FTM to enable
intra-cluster path updates at run-time.

The resulting NoC infrastructure represents a flexible, configurable solution
for adaptive routing at run-time. The overall framework is outlined in Figure 1.
As it can be seen, FTM and potential path reconfigurations are performed on
a cluster-basis, while monitoring is done individually for each NoC tile within
a cluster. Aggregation of monitoring data collected for all tiles of a cluster is
performed by a designated master-tile. Traffic evaluation and adaptations are
executed by SW solutions, while basic monitoring functions as well as the ag-
gregation of monitoring data are realized in HW. Furthermore, regular network
traffic is separated from monitoring and control packets by utilizing two fully in-
dependent networks (i. e. DNoC and SNoC). This approach is expected to yield
improvements regarding incidence of network saturation, average packet delay,
fault-tolerance and thermally induced wear-out of NoC components. At the same
time, additional power dissipation and area overhead shall be kept moderate.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 contains the
related work on multi-ported topologies, run-time traffic monitoring and path
adaptation mechanisms. Section 3 introduces the QMesh infrastructure, while
in Section 4 the concept of FTM is addressed. Subsequently, in Section 5 the
approach for run-time adaptation of routing paths is introduced. Section 6 pro-
vides experimental results regarding impact on performance and reliability. The
paper is concluded in Section 7.
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Fig. 1: Partition of the NoC-based infrastructure into clusters and tiles for traffic
monitoring, evaluation and adaptation of routing paths
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2 Related work

In the following state-of-the-art approaches, the implementation of multi-ported
resources in NoCs is mainly driven by the separation of traffic classes in order
to improve communication performance. Furthermore, the introduction of addi-
tional resource connectivity differs between specialized and generalized policies.
In [3] a hybrid NoC (HNoC) combining a 2D-mesh with point-to-point (P2P)
buses is proposed. These P2P connections exclusively serve to cover nearest-
neighbor communication to adjacent resources. The approach in [4] deploys two
independent network interfaces (NIs) in order to connect resources to two 2D-
meshes handling dedicated traffic classes. Both approaches apply multi-ported
resources to integrate additional NoC infrastructure elements.
In [5–7] the focus is on enhancements of single-network meshes. In [5] a dual
NI is explored to increase the fault-tolerance of 2D-meshes. Each resource is
connected to two spatially independent routers of the same row of the mesh
to provide higher path independence. However, this approach cannot provide
full path independence for all source-destination pairings, since the connection
to routers of the same row leads to shared XY-path segments for a significant
amount of destinations.
In [6, 7] the NR-Mesh is introduced connecting each resource to up to four ad-
jacent routers. Traffic injection follows a random policy for the selection of a
dedicated NI for each packet, while at the destination dynamic selection of the
ejection NI is applied. For the routing policy, deterministic XY-routing as well as
adaptive XY/YX-routing are proposed. However, the concept of injection port
selection as well as the routing policy seem to be only proof-of-concept studies.
Regarding the combination of run-time traffic monitoring and routing, distributed
adaptive strategies represent the most commonly applied approaches. Typically,
distributed minimal routing algorithms with full or partial adaptivity are ap-
plied adapting the path for each packet at the hop-to-hop level. Continuous re-
gional traffic monitoring of buffer or crossbar utilization is proposed in [8]. Gath-
ered information concerning the local traffic situation is considered by minimal,
partially adaptive solutions like odd-even or west-first/negative-first/north-last
adaptations deviated from the work in [9].
Local traffic monitoring with adaptive non-minimal routing is combined in [11].
Probabilistic and source-based selection between minimal XY- and YX-routing
is implemented in [12] offering nearly optimal throughput without additional
costs for path selection.

3 Quadrant-based mesh topology

The basic structure of the QMesh topology is illustrated in Figures 2a and 2b.
Furthermore, different packet transfer scenarios and resulting dual-path options
with applied XY-routing are depicted. Inside a regular 2D-mesh packets are gen-
erated at an arbitrary source (SRC) and are then injected into the NoC at the
router located at Q0. Subsequently, packets are forwarded along the X-direction
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Fig. 2: 5×5 QMesh: dual-path options for the available SRC/DST constellations

and then along the Y-direction until the router at Q0 at the destination (DST)
is reached. Therefore, simple XY-coordinates of the 2D-mesh are sufficient for
unique addressing. For the scenario in Figure 2a DSTs are designated U, R, D,
L, while in Figure 2b DSTs are labeled Q0 to Q3 relative to the SRC.

DST
Path A Path B

Qin,src Qout,router Hop dist. Qin,src Qout,router Hop dist. Constraint

Up (U) Q0 Q3 nhop,2D-1 Q3 Q0 nhop,2D-1 xsrc>0
Right (R) Q0 Q1 nhop,2D-1 Q1 Q0 nhop,2D-1 ysrc>0
Down (D) Q1 Q2 nhop,2D-1 Q2 Q1 nhop,2D-1 xsrc>0
Left (L) Q3 Q2 nhop,2D-1 Q2 Q3 nhop,2D-1 ysrc>0

Q0 Q0 Q0 nhop,2D-2 Q1 Q3 nhop,2D ysrc>0
Q1 Q1 Q1 nhop,2D-2 Q0 Q2 nhop,2D none
Q2 Q2 Q2 nhop,2D-2 Q3 Q1 nhop,2D xbase,dst>0
Q3 Q3 Q3 nhop,2D-2 Q2 Q0 nhop,2D ysrc&xbase,dst>0

Table 1: Dual-path options in the QMesh including constraints and hop distances
compared to a regular 2D-mesh (from the perspective of a SRC)

In contrast, the QMesh allows for the injection/ejection of packets via dif-
ferent routers placed around the SRC/DST. For this reason, the routing in-
formation comprises not only the XY-coordinates of the DST router, but also
the input interface Qin,src at the SRC and the correct output port Qout,router

at the DST router to address the correct DST tile. Thus, addressing must be
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extended by 4 bits for Qin,src and Qout,router (2 bits each). The required infor-
mation is derived from a programmable path table (PT), which is integrated at
each tile representing the basis for dynamic path updates. The resulting over-
head of (NX×NY -1)×4 bits per tile is acceptable (i. e. around 32 byte for an 8×8
QMesh) and small compared to the kbyte-sized buffer (BUF) at the resources.
For SRC/DST pairs with identical X- or Y-coordinates (see Figure 2a) two dif-
ferent path options with the same hop distance exist. If the DST is located
inside one of the quadrants (see Figure 2b) with different X- and Y-coordinates
(SRC’s perspective), the path options vary in their distances by two hops. The
PT lookup of Qin,src and Qout,router is performed when a message is written into
the SRC’s transmission buffer prior to packetization and is based on the DST’s
base address (xbase,dst, ybase,dst). The XY-coordinates of the base address are
identical to the coordinates of the destination router in a standard 2D-mesh (i. e.
router connected to NI at Q0). In order to address the correct Qout,router the
destination address is modified to match the correct endpoint router address.
In comparison to a regular 2D-mesh the resulting path lengths are reduced by up
to two hops. Additionally, nearest-neighbor traffic is removed from the links and
the average router traffic load is reduced. Furthermore, nearly all destinations
can be served via a second path. The combinations for all possible SRC/DST con-
stellations as well as constraints for alternative paths and resulting reductions in
hop distance are provided in Table 1. The QMesh provides deterministic dual-
path capabilities at increased communication locality representing an optimal
candidate for the realization of region-based adaptation strategies at run-time.
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Fig. 3: A 4×5 cluster inside an 8×8 QMesh
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4 Regional traffic monitoring

The applied periodic run-time traffic monitoring operates on reconfigurable clus-
ters formed by NoC tiles within regions-of-interest. Furthermore, a centralized
data aggregation is provided in each cluster being performed by so called master-
tiles (MTs). The proposed approach for Flexible Traffic Monitoring (FTM) is
designed for cluster sizes of up to 64 tiles. Multiple rectangular-shaped FTM
clusters are permitted but overlapping is prohibited. Each cluster can be con-
figured with an individual timing period selected from a discrete set fitting the
requirements of its assigned workload fractions. The centralized processing and
evaluation of monitoring data is performed by a software module managing clus-
ter setup and reconfiguration as well. The initial decision for cluster formation
and subsequent sizing adaptations derive from higher system-level services (e. g.
application mapping), since they possess a more global view. Figure 3 illustrates
a 4×5 FTM cluster inside an 8×8 QMesh NoC. Due to the focus of this paper on
traffic management, the description of FTM is kept short focusing on the main
capabilities. Detailed discussions on FTM are provided in [13, 14].
The FTM communication regarding monitoring and control packets is realized
via a fully independent network called SNoC, while data transfers of the appli-
cations are realized via the DNoC (see Figure 1). Both networks provide full
QMesh connectivity for each tile. Parameters like buffer sizing, link width or op-
erating frequency can be customized independently to meet the requirements of
particular traffic classes. Thus, the SNoC can be designed with reduced buffering
and link width. Furthermore, it is fully reusable for additional scenarios [14].
The FTM sensing mechanisms are based on simple threshold counters at each
tile implemented in hardware. In detail, these counters are sourced by exist-
ing specific handshake logic signals of the DNoC tiles indicating data traversals
along the quadrant NIs (Q0 to Q3), the eight output ports of the base router at
Q0 (i. e. U, R, D, L as well as Q0 to Q3), and for (N-1) E2E paths terminating
inside the cluster consisting of N tiles. After expiration of discretely adjustable
sensor periods defined as DNoC clock cycles (25 up to 212 cycles) all counters
of a tile are checked. In case a threshold is exceeded, the resulting overflow is
reported to the selected MT via the SNoC. The MT integrates additional groups
of hardware-based overflow counters capturing the contents of monitoring pack-
ets of each slave-tile (ST) of its associated cluster. In order to improve flexibility
and fault-tolerance multiple potential MTs are available within the QMesh al-
lowing for migration of the monitoring software to another MT (see Figure 3).
The anticipated fraction of potential MTs within the QMesh is 25 %.
At the end of each monitoring cycle (i. e. after 100 sensor periods), DNoC load
values for the tile outputs (Tload), the eight outgoing links of the base routers
at Q0 (Lload) and for all SRC/DST paths inside the cluster (Pload) are provided
by the FTM for the complete cluster. The recorded load values represent the
utilization of the available bandwidth with maximum and average monitoring
errors of 2 % and 0.5 % [13].
To conclude, the introduced FTM represents a run-time configurable solution
enabling a globalized view on the current traffic situation of a specific spatial
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NoC region. For 4×4 and 8×8 clusters within an 8×8 QMesh the allowed moni-
toring cycles are 25.6·103 and 102.4·103 DNoC clock cycles (see Section 6). As it
is shown [15], such timing is sufficient to keep pace with the dynamic behavior
of typical workload. The combination of software-based integration of the eval-
uation logic and flexibility regarding spatial sizing and placement offers similar
traffic management capabilities as the hardware-only implementation in [2].

5 Software-based run-time adaption of routing paths

The QMesh provides path adaptations through reprogramming of PTs (see Sec-
tion 3), while FTM data serves to explore existing E2E path options for each
SRC/DST pair inside a cluster. In this section an approach for run-time path
adaptions is introduced combining the concepts of the QMesh and FTM. The
evaluation of potential path updates is performed periodically after expiration of
monitoring cycles (see Section 4) and is executed by the currently selected MT of
the cluster. The processing order of the cluster tiles for path update evaluation
is considered static, beginning at the lower left corner (LLC) and proceeding
to the upper right corner (URC) row-by-row (see Figure 4). For each SRC tile
along this route the monitoring software evaluates each path to cluster-internal
DSTs. The static fashion is applied in order to achieve a convergence in the traf-
fic optimization over several monitoring cycles. The path evaluation operates on
copies of the tile output and link utilization maps (T ∗

load and L∗
load). The update

evaluation is only performed for valid paths, which requires the availability of
at least one more path option and a monitored path utilization that is greater
than a defined threshold Pload > 0. Note that in the QMesh some paths from/to
tiles at the left and lower edge do not meet this condition (see Table 1).

0 1 2 3

4 5 6 7

8 9 10 11

12 13 14 15

Fig. 4: Processing order for path update evaluation

The flow for path evaluation and potential adaptations is divided into five
steps. First, the given T ∗

load and L∗
load maps along the currently selected path

SPold = (A or B) are prepared by removing the monitored utilization (given by
Pload) for this path. This is required for a fair comparison of both path options.
Second, the metric for comparison of the path options (SUMA and SUMB) is
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calculated from the prepared values of T ∗
load and L∗

load. The metric values are
calculated by parsing through the corresponding maps along the path coordi-
nates and summing up the utilization data.
Third, the values for SUMA and SUMB are compared and the new path SPnew

= (A or B) is selected depending on which path offers the minimal utilization
sum. If the chosen path differs from the old one, this is registered by increment-
ing the number of occurred updates for path evaluations of the current SRC.
Fourth, T ∗

load and L∗
load maps are updated along the selected XY-path SPnew

by adding the utilization (given by Pload) for the currently evaluated SRC/DST
pair. This ensures that successive path evaluations operate on the adapted traf-
fic situation. Furthermore, the PT entry of the corresponding SRC/DST pair is
updated to the new path.
Finally, if all path options of the examined SRC are evaluated for all DSTs inside
the cluster, the path setup of the SRC is checked for changes. In case paths were
adapted, the updated PT is transmitted to the SRC via the SNoC. Afterward,
the next SRC is evaluated.

6 Experimental results

For experimental evaluation, the QMesh as well as a regular 2D-mesh are inte-
grated into a cycle-accurate SystemC-based simulator [16]. This simulator con-
siders traffic-load-driven thermal impacts for NoC routers and links and there-
fore allows for estimation of temperature-based wear-out effects. Furthermore,
FTM is integrated to facilitate path update computations. For this purpose, a
C++-based implementation of the FTM software module was profiled at the
instruction level using the Sniper simulator [18] at version 5.1. For the MT core
the built-in Intel Nehalem setup was deployed as processing architecture oper-
ating with a clock frequency of 2 GHz in a 45 nm CMOS technology.
Network configurations and traffic pattern setup for the SystemC-based simu-
lations can be obtained from Table 2. All simulations are executed deploying a
8×8 QMesh with cluster sizes of 4×4 and 8×8 and reverting to synthetic traffic
patterns. Applied patterns comprise transpose, bit reverse, bit complement and
shuffle traffic. Additionally, nearest-neighbor (NN), hotspot (HOT) and Rentian
(RENT) traffic patterns are examined. For the former, fractions of 20 %, 40 %,
60 % and 80 % of the total bandwith are reserved for NN communication, while
for the second these fractions are reserved for 8 hot modules along the edges of
the QMesh. The RENT traffic pattern applies a power law distribution along
hop distances [17].
Generally, the PTs of the QMesh tiles are configured to select the shortest path
A by default (see Table 1). The QMesh (unmanaged and managed) is compared
to a regular 2D-mesh regarding relative improvements of the network satura-
tion ∆sat, the power overhead ∆power and packet delay reduction ∆delay. Fur-
thermore, thermal related wear-out effects at minimum and maximum packet
injection rates (aMTTF at PIRlow and PIRhigh) are analyzed.
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Parameter DNoC SNoC

Link width/flit size 64 bits 16 bits

Router buffer size 9 flits 1 flit

Clock cycle 1 ns 1 ns

Packet size 20 % with 2 flits, 80 % with 9 flits (7.6 flits on average)

Table 2: Basic simulation setup for the evaluation of the traffic management

6.1 Reliability analysis

The mean-time-to-failure (MTTF) describes the average period of time after
that a CMOS device fails under constant operating conditions. The acceleration
factor aMTTF in turn indicates if the variation of a parameter induces a decrease
or an increase of the MTTF. In this context, Equation 6.1 represents the rela-
tionship between the MTTF for a QMesh (tQMesh) and the MTTF for a regular
2D-mesh (t2DMesh) focusing on the temperature-related increase (aMTTF<1)
or decrease (aMTTF>1) of wear-out progress. Ea is the activation energy spe-
cific to a certain wear-out effect in electron volts (0.7 eV at 45 nm), k is the
Boltzmann’s constant (8.6·10−5 eV/K), and TQMesh and T2DMesh describe the
absolute mesh temperatures in Kelvin. In the following aMTTF is utilized to com-
pare the QMesh with the 2D-mesh regarding thermal wear-out improvements for
router and link components.

aMTTF =
tQMesh

t2DMesh
= e

Ea
k ·( 1

TQMesh
− 1

T2DMesh
)

(1)

The results for aMTTF are depicted in Figure 5. As it can be seen, the QMesh
(in conjunction with FTM and runtime path adaptation) yields significant im-
provements for various traffic patterns tested for cluster sizes of 4×4 and 8×8
inside a 8×8 NoC. This applies for both low and high packet injection rates (PIR)
and results in an increase of the MTTF by almost 0.6 (for 4×4 clusters) and 0.4
(for 8×8 clusters) on average. This can be mainly attributed to improvements
in communication locality and the reduction of router and link activities.

6.2 Traffic analysis

The following charts summarize the impact of the managed QMesh on run-time
costs as well as performance. Regarding the evaluation of power dissipation, for
the QMesh the corresponding results of the FTM units as well as the SNoC are
integrated to provide a comprehensive and realistic analysis.
The results in Figures 6a and 6b illustrate the improvement of network saturation
∆sat of the QMesh relative to the 2D-mesh. Figure 6a indicates that BP patterns
at both cluster sizes profit most with average improvements of 380 % and 394 %
for 4×4 and 8×8 cluster sizes. In contrast, PD patterns in Figure 6b reveal a more
moderate growth of the NoC saturation limits. Only in case the communication
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locality is high enough (i. e. NN), the QMesh provides significant gains resulting
in an average increase of 53 % compared to the 2D-mesh.
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Fig. 6: Saturation improvements for the analyzed traffic patterns

In Figures 7a and 7b the deviation of average total power dissipation ∆power

and average packet header delay ∆delay of the QMesh in relation to the 2D-mesh
is depicted. Similar to improvements regarding network saturation, Figure 7a
shows that the QMesh provides better results for BP patterns. Generally, packet
delay can be reduced due to application of runtime path adaptation, while power
consumption is increased by additional hardware. For 4×4 clusters, NoC power
increases by 48 % averaged over all simulated BP patterns, while packet delay
can be reduced by around 63 %. Deployment of 8×8 clusters yields an average
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increase of power by 60 % and an average reduction of packet delay by 47 %.
Figure 7b illustrates that the power overhead is constantly higher for PD patterns
resulting in an average increase of 74 %. In parallel, packet delay is reduced by
55 % on average. Only for PD patterns with high communication locality (NN at
60 % and 80 % and RENT) reductions of packet delay outweigh the related power
increase. However, values are restricted to traffic ranges where the 2D-Mesh is
able to operate at, while the QMesh provides capacities beyond. Therefore, more
beneficial results regarding the ratio of power increase to packet delay reduction
are anticipated, if the PIR per tile is increased.
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Fig. 7: Relative changes of power dissipation and packet delay

7 Conclusion

This paper introduces two independent approaches to many-core systems based
on Networks-on-Chip (NoCs). Firstly, this concerns the concept of multiple spa-
tially independent network interfaces deployed for connecting the computational
resources of such systems to mesh-based NoCs. This yields the option of select-
ing different end-to-end paths for data transfers depending on the current load
profile of the mesh. Additionally, reliability is benefited, since computational re-
sources remain accessible in case of faulty routers or network interfaces.
Secondly, this concerns a flexible system for traffic monitoring offering the pos-
sibility of run-time reconfiguration of local monitoring clusters. Within these
clusters a software-based monitoring module is responsible for aggregation and
evaluation of recorded communication activities and traffic loads.
Moreover, these two approaches are combined to enable run-time traffic manage-
ment by software-based adaptation of routing paths. Basically, this management
utilizes the traffic information gathered from the monitoring system to decide
which of the available paths is preferable regarding impact on load distribution.
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Results indicate that major run-time characteristics of many-core systems can
be improved by the proposed run-time traffic management. This especially ap-
plies to network saturation and packet transfer delay. Furthermore, temperature-
related wear-out effects are decelerated significantly, while additional costs (i. e.
power dissipation due to additional hardware) are acceptable.
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